Our guest’s sustainable wellness, both of the vegan restaurant and the B&B, is assured by the green
building entirely in massif wood and by the Clivet heat pump, which produces renewable energy.
Situated on a slope with a wonderful panoramic view over Feltre’s valley, just ten minutes from
Cesiomaggiore (BL), Campo di Cielo is an organic farmhouse which produces wine, fruits and corn,
and offers to all of them who wants to rest from the stressful modern life, an accommodation
entirely built with Solingo massif-wood -which is noxious substances free-, with four sustainable
rooms provided with spacious bathrooms, a sauna, a library and a little vegan restaurant, that utilize
mainly the products of the farm. The use of pure wood produces positive effects on men, on physical
and psychological health, on temper and performances: for this reason, the interior part of Campo di
Cielo’s structure is characterized by a reinvigorating atmosphere, which gives you a sensation of
warmth and safety. Renzo and Teresa, Campo di Cielo’s owners and managers, explain the reason of
the choosing of this air conditioning system:- Campo di Cielo is a forward looking place, which puts
into effect old and new strategies for environmental sustainability and for personal growth, in order
to return to live in the respect of man and in harmony with the environment.- From the 20-years
experience with the biological management of fields, gardens and orchards, borns Campo di Cielo’s
little vegan restaurant. The menu, from the appetizers to the desserts, elaborates the natural
products to tasty dishes, which combine the healthy and innovative peculiarity of the modern
hygienism, with the rich mediterranean tradition. The care for colors, sound and perfumes, together
with the large windows overlooking the garden, create a restful atmosphere, that you can enjoy also
on sunny days, eating outside on the porch or relaxing in the garden, which is provided also with
nice hammocks. The friendly and warm simplicity of the owners, creates a familiar atmosphere, that
fosters the staying together with a spirit of sharing, creating positive and creative exchanges along
the evolution’s way, in the respect for the Nature and of all its Creatures.

